TWITTER MARKETING
STRATEGIES FOR 2017

Years ago, microblogging was such a unique concept that people often wondered what good can come
out of it. Especially for marketers, this was a platform that did not seem to have much potential,
considering how little it allowed anyone to say.

Twitter changed all that.
From being a microblogging site that millennials used to send witty one-liners out to the world, it has
become a great way for brands to connect with their audiences. All of a sudden, 140 characters was
enough to grab someone’s attention and lead them to a place where a call to action could be responded
to.
The way that Twitter has evolved has been inspiring as well. Their evolution is a perfect example of how
something grows and adapts to the needs of their users.

What Twitter has Accomplished: The Statistics
How far has Twitter gone? The numbers show the impressive growth that they have experienced since
the first Tweet was posted in 2006, and these numbers make it clear that Twitter is still gearing up for
further growth.
Here are some relevant numbers (as of 3rd quarter of 2016):
•
•
•
•

317 million monthly active users
80% of Twitter’s ad revenue come from mobile
24.6% of all verified accounts are owned by journalists
500 million Tweets sent each day

With 310 million monthly active users, there are also 310 million chances for any brand to gain a new
follower – with the right strategy. It’s all about knowing what makes each potential follower tick.
Businesses have found this to be true, considering the amazing numbers that Twitter has delivered. Just
imagine:
•
•
•
•
•

65.8% of all companies in the US who have over 100 employees use Twitter as part of their
marketing strategy.
54% of Twitter users admit to responding to a call to action after reading Tweets to do so.
58% of top brands have more than 100,000 Twitter followers.
Companies that use Twitter for customer service have experienced a 19% increase in customer
satisfaction.
There is a 208% year over year increase in ad engagements.

Each of these numbers say only one thing – brands and businesses can experience huge benefits by having
a Twitter account.

Twitter Marketing Strategies
To fully enjoy the benefits that Twitter can contribute to any business, it is important to understand what
steps one should take. Twitter marketing is, after all, a tricky matter. It’s easy to see it as an easy platform
to use on a personal level. But use it from a marketing standpoint and the risks and opportunities change
significantly.
Here are some strategies that would help any business make the most out of the platform:

Understand why you’re using Twitter.

It’s not just about deciding to create a Twitter profile for any business. It’s more about WHY a
Twitter account is needed in the first place. Is the business trying to generate leads? Or would
brand awareness be a higher priority?
Once a clear objective is in place, it is easier to plan each tweet depending on what the business
wants to happen. Each post can be more targeted and could reap more specific results. For
example, a business that needs more visitors on their own website could post a link leading to
content found on their blog page.

Insert Twitter into your content marketing strategy.

Some businesses make the mistake of creating a Twitter profile and posting random tweets
without making it part of their content strategy. Content marketing does not just cover blogs,
guest posts, and other similar content. Twitter can also play a huge role in the content marketing
process.
Tweet about relevant topics and link each tweet to related content on your website. Crosspromote content the business may have on other social media platforms. There are so many ways
that Twitter can boost the results of any brand’s content marketing. Make the most out of it.

Identify who your target audience is.

As with any other form of marketing, it is necessary to know who the business wants to connect
with to make each tweet as effective as possible. There are different tools that could help
marketers find the right people they should be connecting with. For example, Followerwonk lets
users find tweets that contain relevant keywords. Through this tool, anybody can find people who
are already interested in the brand or in the products and services that it offers. This means that

once you approach them or connect with them, there is a higher chance that they’ll say yes to any
call of action you send them.

Find out what time your audiences are online.

Knowing what time most of your audiences are online helps create effective strategies that earn
the most response. And this should not be done in a general manner. Just because a brand’s
audience is online on Facebook at a specific time does not mean that they’ll be on Twitter at
around the same time as well. So when research is done, it has to target very specific markets.
Once specific time frames are in place, it is easier to schedule tweets and make each post as
targeted as possible. This is especially helpful for brands that cater to a wide audience. If research
shows that teenagers are mostly on Twitter in the early evening while those in their early 40’s do
this during their morning commute, then tweet about topics relevant to each age group at times
when they are most likely to be online.

Monitor industry hashtags.

Don’t just focus on your own #BrandName or #tagline. Monitor hashtags that are very relevant to
your industry so that these can be attached to your tweets as well. Why is this important? Twiter
users consider hashtags as their very own form of Google on Twitter. Whatever they look for, they
search through hashtags. This means that when they use a general hashtag currently in use, and
the hashtag is attached to any of your brand’s tweets, then they come across your tweet as well.
Content and social media marketers can also be creative and use popular hashtags to make their
own. PETA, for example, has made the most out of the Pokemon Go craze by making their own
version of the popular hashtag “GottaCatchEmAll”. They instead go for “GottaFreeEmAll” as they
continue to rescue mistreated pets.

Watch out for Twitter users who have issues or concerns related to your field.

As all the research is going on, brands have to be on the lookout for questions, issues and concerns
that people in the audience may have. These are great opportunities to connect with them by
responding to their queries even if your brand is not specifically mentioned.
Of course, in the effort to respond to these queries, avoid being too promotional. Just answer the
question the best way that you could. After answering the question, you can then post a link to
any blog entry in your website that answers the question in detail. Once you come across as

someone who can answer the audience’s questions, it is easier to be considered as an authority,
and eventually, a trusted name in the industry.

Look at the competitor’s tweets.

Look at competitors and what they’re tweeting about, then look at the kind of response they’re
getting. More often than not, both your brand and theirs are after the same audience. This means
that by looking at what they have, you can easily figure out what works for the audience and what
doesn’t. This is also a great way to find opportunities they might have missed, such as gambles
they have taken but did not work and how you can tweak it to make it work for you.

Choose the best type of content.

Different audiences prefer different kinds of content. Some age groups may prefer visual content,
for example, while some would rather read articles and blog posts. Pattern everything shared on
Twitter according to these preferences. This will help any brand catch the attention of their
followers faster.
It’s also best to figure out what the best format is for any kind of information you’re sharing. If
something is too detailed, sharing a simple square image where the text will be almost unreadable
is not exactly the best choice. A large infographic or a detailed blog post would probably be the
best way to do it, then share this through a link on your Twitter account.

Keep it short.

Yes, it IS a microblogging site and the posts are already limited to begin with. But just because
there are 140 characters to use does not mean that every post must use up all 140. The shorter
the tweet is, the better.
If you’re hoping to teach someone about email marketing, for example, you don’t necessarily have
to give an entire statement to give advice. Create a blog post on your website, or through a
different social media platform that allows longer posts. Then, tweet something like “Hoping to
improve your #emailmarketing strategies?” or “Having trouble making #emailmarketing work?”
These questions alone can hook in anyone interested in email marketing. Follow it up with a link
to your blog post, and you just may end up with both a Twitter follower and a blog page visitor.

Get the audience’s opinion.

You may have a lot of things to say about your industry, but your audiences have a lot to say, too.
Unfortunately, not all brands give their audiences the opportunity to speak out, something that
you can do and take advantage of.
Ask questions and wait for your audience’s answers. This is a great way for you not only to have
an open conversation with your followers, it will also be a great way to pool data. Find out what
their needs and wants are and find out opportunities for you to help them out.
Polls are also a great way to get the audience’s opinion and keep them engaged. Make sure you
acknowledge every response that you get so that the people posting responses wouldn’t feel
ignored or left out of the conversation. Make sure you mention people by their username in case
you want to address specific people.

Retweet relevant posts.

Follow influencers and significant people from every field. Each of them are bound to post
something that will interest your audience, and when that happens, be ready to retweet right
away.
What does this do for you? For one, it allows you to take advantage of relevant tweets by sharing
them with your audiences, who will definitely be interested in what the message is all about. It
also gives you an opportunity to be noticed by the influencers who originally posted the message.

Have different versions of each tweet.

Remember that if you want to be a significant figure on Twitter, then a single post a day won’t be
enough. Twitter users are more active, the platform more fast-paced. This is why it is necessary
to keep your followers updated by tweeting a few times each day.
But wouldn’t this cause you to run out of ideas and messages to tweet about? This is why it is
highly recommended that you prepare different versions of a single tweet. This is a great way to
deliver the same message without necessarily repeating the exact same tweet. Especially for
messages that remain to be true over a period of time, its relevance will not exactly lose
momentum if you rephrase it.
As with any other social media platform, the level of efficiency of your Twitter marketing will all depend
on the steps you take. Make sure that when you follow these tips, you also do everything as efficiently as
possible.

Conclusion
Truly, Twitter can do wonders for any brand, product or service. Many social media platforms have come
and gone, but this is definitely something that will stay far longer than anyone expects. This has made
Twitter an extremely important tool for any marketer, and a very potent ally for any business owner.

